ENTER ONLY

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
EXIT ONLY
TITANS TOGETHER against Covid

DOWN
ONLY
UP ONLY

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
KEEP 6 FEET

Please yield to others to maintain a six feet distance.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
This area is TEMPORARILY CLOSED
DO NOT USE

To maintain social distancing, DO NOT USE the chairs and tables in this area.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
DO NOT REARRANGE

This furniture has been positioned according to social distancing guidelines.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY

Practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
ELEVATOR LIMIT

1

Practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
ELEVATOR LIMIT 2

Practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
ELEVATOR LIMIT

1

Practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
ELEVATOR LIMIT

2

Practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
RESTROOM LIMIT

1

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
RESTROOM LIMIT

2

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.
RESTROOM LIMIT

3

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against COVID-19
RESTROOM LIMIT

1

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
RESTROOM LIMIT 2

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid
RESTROOM LIMIT

3

Check before entering and practice social distancing while you wait outside.

TITANS TOGETHER against Covid